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INTRODUCTIC)N

Equal channel angular forging (ECAF) has been proposed as a severe plastic
deforrnaticm technique for processing metals, alloys, and composites [e.g. Segal, 1995]
(Fig. 1). The technique offers two capabilities of practical interest: a high degree of
strain can be introduced with no change in the cross-sectional dimensions of the work-
piece, hence, even greater strains can be introduced by re-inserting the work-piece for
further deformation during subsequent passes through the ECAF die. Additionally, the
deformation is accomplished by simple shear (like torsion of a short tube) on a plane
whose orientation, with respect to prior deformations, can be controlled by varying the
processing route. There is a namenc~ature that has developed in the literature for the
typical processing mutes: A: no rotations; BA: 90° CW (clockwise), 90” CCW
(counterclockwise), 90°CW, 90° CCW...; EC: 90” CW, 90° CW, 90° CW, ..; and C:
180°, 1800. . .. The impact of processing route on the subsequent microstructure
[Ferasse, Segal, Hartwig & Goforth, 1997; Iwahashi, Horita, Nemoto & Langdon, 1996]
and texture [Gibbs, Hartwig, Cornwell, Goforth & Payzant, 1998] has been the subject
of numerous experimental studies,
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Fig. 1 Schematicof Equal ChannelAngularForging(ECAF) Die, where r) is the included
channel half-angle. Also shown is the coordinate system referred to throughout this report.

An interesting feature of route C is its similarity to the torsion-reverse-torsion
experiment analyzed by Cho, Park and Oh [1998] because the net strain (and rotation) is
zero after each even pass. Route Bc is more complicated, however, it is similar in that
the net strain is zero after every fourth pass. An important kict elucidated in a previous
publication [Agnew, Kocks, Hartwig & Weertman, 1998] is that regardless of the
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processing route, each subsequent pass through the ECAF die represents a radical strain
path change, even route A with no rotations of the work piece (Fig. 2). It was also
shown that a viscoplastic self-consistent approach accurately predicted the texture
evolution of FCC copper (Cu) during a series of ECAF passes [Agnew e~al, 1998]. The
current report is concerned with the simulation of texture development of BCC metals
and comparisons are made with experimental textures of commercial purity iron (Fe).
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Fig. 2 Schematic of Route A ECAF processing demonstrates that the even with no sample
rotations between passes, the shear plane during each subsequent pass through the die
crosses that of [he previous pass.

The viscoplastic self-consistent (VPSC) fcm-mdation
[1993] was used to simulate the ~exture evolution during
standard rate-sensitive constitutive equation is used:

of Lebemmhn and Torn4
the ECAF process. The

Where D’ and u“ are the distortion ram and stress imposed on the crystal c, respectively;

gois the scalar strain rate; in’ is the Schmid tensor, which resolves the stresses and

strains onto the sl~slip system; r: that system’s critical resolved shear stress; ns is the

inverse of the rate sensitivity; and sgn(x) is simply the “sign” of x. If it is assumed that
the solid is incornpressilie, this is a set of 5 equations wilh 10 unknowns (the
components of Dc and UC.)Unlike the full constraints approach, which provides for 5 of
the unknowns (the components of D’) by assuming that each grain undergoes the same
degree of strain, the seif-ccmsistent models provide 5 more equations relating the
stresses and strains in the grains to those applied to the aggregate. Hence, the strain is
distributed throughout the polycrystalline aggregate in a way that explicitly accounts for
the anisotmpic intemcticm between the grain and the aggregate at large, For details an
the viscoplastic self-consistent approach, the reader is referred to seminal papers by
Ahzi, Molinari, and Canova [1987] and Lebensohn and Tom&[ 1993].

The self-consistent approach may be considered an unnecessary computational
burden when simulating texture evolution in cubic metals. Simpler models like the
relaxed constraints models [e.g. Mecking, 198i, Van Houtte, 1981] are often sufficient.
In the case of noncubic metals, such as hexagonal zirconium, the intrinsic plastic
anisotropy of the individual grains demands explicit incorporation in the model
[Lebensdm & Torn<, 1993]. La the current case, the grain’s shapes become highly
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anisotropic, Though this also happens during other forms of deformation such as
uniaxial tension or plane strain compression, the rigid body rotations associated with
simple shear represent an additional factor, which is exacerbated in a multiple pass
ECAF process.

The importance of the rigid body rotations which occur during simple shear was
emphasized by 130krmrcIand Kocks [1992] and provided an explanation of why simple
shear textures tend to be weaker than pure shear textures at the same equivalent shear
strain. Recall, the crystal rotation, Cl, that produces texture is the difference between the
rigid body rotations, Clrb, that each individual grain undergoes, and the rotations
induced by crystallographic slip, Clc.(i.e. Cl= J2rb- f2c. Note this formula only holds for
dlflerential rotations or rotation rates.) For simple shear the rigid body rotations are
monotonic, while those of multiple pass ECAF processing have radical changes in
direction between passes.

PROCEDURE

In this study, the ECAF process was modeled as consisting of simpIe shear on
the plane at which the two die channels intersect (Fig. 1), Because the die under
consideration has an inciuded angle, 2@= 90°, the shear plane is inclined by 45° to the
bar axis and the degree of imposed shear strain, ~ = 2. To model subsequent passes
through the ECAF die, the shear plane was simply rotated to the proper orientation, with
respect to the sample coordinates [e.g. Fig. 2). For clarity, only the results of the route A
simulations are presented. The BCC lattice was incorporated by designating the
crystallographic shear directions as <111> and the shear planes as {110) and {112}. It

was presumed that Schmid effects dominated (i.e. r: cm the two plane types were

assumed equivalent.) The simulations were initiated with a random texture consisting of
one thousand discrete orientations. Each strain step corresponded to a von Mises
e.quivakmt true strain of 2.5% and the rate sensitivity was fixed at m = 0.05.

The simulated textures were compared with experimental data [Gibbs et al.,
1998] in order to assess the current modeling approach. A complete description of the
sample histories can be found in Gibbs Et id. [1998]. The important figures will be
repeated here to clarify the sample orientation. Primarily pole figures from the flow
plane (Fig. 1) will be presented. This point of view makes the intrinsic symmetries of
the imposed deformation obvious. There is a mirror plane within the flow plane and a
two-fold rotation axis about the flow plane normal. In the previous study of Cu [Agnew
el al., 1998], it was demonstrated that this lower symrnetry inherent to simple shear (as
compared to pure shear) persisted through the first 4 ECAF passes, though near-
orthotropy was observed after 8 passes.

RESULTS

Similar to the results observed for FCC Cu, the texture resulting after one ECAF
pass (Fig, 3a) is equivalent to a simple shear, y = 2. Both the simulated data of this study
(Fig, 3b) and experimental data from specially designed simple shear tests of Fe
[Williams, 1962] enforce this conclusion.
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Fig. 3 (a) Experimental poie figure data of Fe after one ECAF pass (full pole figures

calculated from harmonic expansion) [Gibbs er ai., 1998]; and (b) VPSC simulated textures
for a BCC ma[erialafter a simple shear, y = 2. In each case the pole figures have been
rotated to correspond to ECAF geometry with bar axis right and top direction up.
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Fig. 4 Experimental [Gibbs et al., 1998] and simulated pole figure data after 2 ECAF
passes (route A). The lower symme~rycomplicatescalculationof the full pole figures from
experimentaldata. These data are rotated 90” about the bar axis from the other figures in
this report, [The bar axis is right and the flowplanenormal is down.)

When analyzing route A processing, previous investigators [Gibbs et al,, 1998]
have focused cm the top plarte (Fig. 1 and 4) and the similarity to rolling textures.
However, the deformation geometry only has the one mirror plane (contained by the
flow plane) which can be utilized when analyzing the pole figure data from the top
plane. After 2 passes the lower symmetry remains in the experimental data (Fig. 4a)
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and, qualitatively, all of the features in the experimental textures are correctly predicted
by the VPSC code (Fig. 4b). For example, the two vertical bands in the {110} pole
figures are asymmetrically disposed about the centerline (-20° ahead, -40° behind) and
the simulated data show the same features (Fig. 4). Vkwing the simulated data from the

flow p~ane after 2 and 3 passes (Fig. 5] illtm-tinates the 2-fold symmetry referred to

above. Interestingly, the locatkm of the @h intensity r@ms becomes essentially stable

from this point on, and if viewing the top plane, the lack of mthotropy remains even
after 9 passes, despite the fact that the shear plane keeps rotating back-and-forth as
shown in Figure 2. At some level of strain, the simulated textures do become
significantly sharper than the experimentally measured ones, and it is suggested that
rlyrmm.icrecovery or recrystallization may play an important role in “randomizing” the
actual textures.
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Fig. 5 Simu[atedtexturesof (a) 2 and (b) 3 ECAF passes, (Bar axis right, top direction up.)

CONCLUSIONS

an the
simple

This study has extended the earlier resuIts found for FCC Cu to BCC Fe. Based
similarity in the deformation textures, the ECAF process appears to enforce a
shear on the plane at which the die channels intersect. Using the viscoplastic

self-consistent formulation, it is possible to simulate the evolution of texture during a
single ECAF pass (equivalent to torsion, y = 2, for an included die angle of 900).
Additionally, by using the simulated results of previous deformations, subsequent
ECAF passes can be adequately modeled by appropriately altering the shear plane and
direction. This allows prediction of textures after a sequence of ECAF passes by route A
or BA. After a sequence of route A passes, there is some similarity to BCC rolling
texture when viewing the top plane, however, after careful consideration of the
deformation geometry and comparison with simulated data, a lower symmetry is
apparent. Finally, it remains to be demonstrated that existing constitutive models can
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predict the texture evolution for strain paths after which the net strain is zero. This is the
case for routes C (after each even pass) and EC (after each fCrUrthpass).
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